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The explanation of this is that whatever the reporters
write must pass through the hands of the sub-editors*
Their work is cut, sliced, and slaughtered until the news
is trimmed to fit the space available or is, at least, plain
to the point.
It may be the sub-editor cannot help himself Told
to reduce a column to a few paragraphs, or worse still a
few lines, he is compelled to slash and mangle* But
every reporter believes that he does it because he enjoys
spoiling someone else's effort. And in return the sub-
editor regards reporters as a careless, ungrammatical, un-
reasonable crew, who never understand what the paper
wants, who are continually trying to introduce purple
passages or to treat the commonplace in an original way,
and who are constitutionally unable to state a fact plainly
or to make a correct quotation.
The Newspaper Revolution has tilted the balance in the
sub-editor's favour. This could not be avoided. The
attention paid to the appearance of newspaper pages adds
to the importance of the work done by sub-editors*
They are, as it were, the stomach of the organization*
They receive all the food that has been gathered by the
News Department, and they digest it.
Their task includes throwing up the point of a story
that seems most likely to catch the eye and win a smile
or a shudder; cutting it down to what they consider it
worth; breaking it up with cross- or shoulder-heads;
and giving it headlines that will ensure its being noticed*
The value of big news is decided at the conference at
which all the heads of Editorial Departments open their
baskets and discuss the leading features of the next day's
paper*
It is the chief sub-editor who settles what the smaller
items shall be. He may have under him a

